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Policy Think Space Overview

Background on stability and the drivers for the Permanency 
Support Program (PSP)

Using a commissioning model to drive permanency: 

•  Insights from PSP Design

•  Insights from PSP Implementation

•  Insights from FSP Implementing PSP 

Discussion
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Stability

Stability can be considered in relation to:
•  Placements
•  Relationships
•  Legal orders

Research demonstrates an association between placement 
stability and children’s health and wellbeing outcomes 

39% of Australian children in care for over 2 years have 
experienced more than one placement move (AIHW, 2016)
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Background
More children in Out of Home Care for long periods, focus on outcomes 
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Insights from PSP Design  
Working with urgency to achieve permanency
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PSP achieves these aims by:
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A	system	that	supports	maintaining	a	child	at	home	by	
increasing	expenditure	at	the	front	end	to	minimise	entries	
into	care	and	opening	up	the	care	conCnuum		

Case	plan	goals	aligned	to	permanency	outcomes	and	
personalised	funding	and	targeted	supports	achieve	
children’s,	young	people’s	and	families’	goals	and	outcomes		

Robust	cultural	care	planning,	community	connecCon	and	
safe	and	protecCve	environments	for	all	children	

Comprehensive	performance	measurement	and	monitoring	



Insights from Implementation 

•  FSPs with a wide variety of skills
•  Gaps in the service model led to changes
•  A number of reforms were carried out at the 

same time and this has led to significant 
challenges

•  Reliance on District staff to work closely with 
FSPs including casework and  contract 
managers was underestimated

•  Working closely with other government 
Departments is important to the success of 
the program -  OCG, Education Health and 
Justice
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Insights from Implementation 

•  Agency feedback as been positive, most  
report that they are committed to the PSP 
as a reform

•  Having a champion in the form of 
permanency coodinators has been essential

•  Some agencies were concerned at the price 
points that had been set 

•  Agencies working with us  for better ways to 
communicate

•  The system relies heavily on carers and 
recruitment and training remains an issue
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Lessons learnt

•  Working in partnership with funded service 
providers is critical to success.

•  Flexibility is needed as service model gaps 
emerge and packages need to be modified. 

•  IT issues are to be expected when major 
reforms are introduced.
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Insights from FSP Implementation

•  Business/Service Models: Promptly reviewing business models to 
assess alignment with Government reforms and desired service 
outcomes

•  Partnership and Collaboration: Importance of adopting a true 
partnership approach in collaborating with government and other FSP’s 

•  Systems & Data: Be early adopters of the most suitable systems and 
data specialism to ensure success of implementation 

•  End User Involvement: The importance of the end user of services in 
the design of the Permanency Support Program
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Discussion

What does stability look like for children, and how do we support that? 
Is permanency the best we can do?

Is it necessary to drive placement stability through commissioning?

What alternate means can we use to increase stability? 

How do we minimise risk when applying a commissioning model? 

Can you envision this model operating well in your setting?

What additional supports does the sector require to implement these 
changes? 
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